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Variable transmission actuators for wearable robots
Abstract- This project aims to develop a very lightweight actuation technology to enable new wearable
robotic applications. Current wearable robotic systems are too heavy and bulky to be useful in most potential applications. Like vehicles, robots could benefit from variable transmissions (multiple gear-ratios)
to minimize motor size and maximize efficiency, which would minimize the mass a user needs to bear. This
research project aims at investigating the design and control of an hydrostatic actuation system, with discrete operating modes that lead to many possible transmission ratios, which has the potential to be much
more lighter than traditional actuator systems.

1

Motivation

Wearable robotics system have the potential to help society in many ways, for instance exoskeletons for
helping the elderly who suffer from muscle degeneration, or enhancing worker and improving their safety
for physical tasks. However, for many applications it is still a challenge to make wearable robotic devices
compact and lightweight enough in order not to be a burden for the user. Traditional actuators are still too
heavy and bulky when designed to meet the speed and force requirements of wearable device, and new
approaches need to be explored. The proposed research project aims to explore the idea of actuator with
variable transmissions, which is relativity unexplored in the field of robotics despite potentially significant
performance gains especially for wearable devices where the mass and energy efficiency is critical.
Fundamental actuator issue to be solved The selection of actuator reduction ratios is highly critical for
robotic systems. It influences payload capability, energy efficiency, maximum speed, and also a robot’s
intrinsic impedance. With single-gear electric motors, a robot designer has to heavily compromise between
all those aspect, as shown in Fig. 1. Because of this compromise the solutions are either slow, low-force
or big and heavy.

Figure 1: Example of major trade-offs when selecting a robot reduction ratios
Variable transmission actuators that can dynamically change their reduction ratio, like in car powertrains, can enable fast and strong lightweight robots. Even a small, lightweight electric motor can generate
large forces and move at high speed if equipped with both large and small gear ratios. As illustrated in Fig.
2, many types of tasks in robotics have bi-modal operations and performances are constrained mainly by
the maximum force and maximum speed capabilities of the actuators (not the maximum power).
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Figure 2: Bi-modal tasks with both high-speed/low-force and high-force/low-speed operating conditions
Moreover, variable transmission can enable dynamic adjustments of the intrinsic impedance of the
robot joints to meet specific task requirements, such as back-drivability with small reduction ratios for
safe interactions with the environment or irreversibility with very large reduction ratios to support large
payloads without consuming energy. This would be an enabling technology for many robotic applications
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where the mass of the actuation system and its energy consumption are highly critical, such as mobile
robotic systems and wearable robotic systems. For instance, the actuation system of an exoskeleton needs
to be: 1) fast to follow human natural motions; 2) strong to enhance human capabilities; 3) backdrivable
to avoid restraining the user motions; 4) very lightweight because the user bear the weight, and 5) very
efficient because the user bear the weight of the energy source. Hence, for such applications, variable
transmission actuators could be a game-changing technology.
Initial work during my PhD at MIT During my PhD at MIT with Prof. Asada, I demonstrated that
two-speed actuators, based on dual-motors coupled to a planetary, can lead to weight saving [1]. I also
laid the foundations of how to control such systems [2] [3]. However, there is a lot of challenges to be
addressed before the technology is mature enough to be used in the field on commercial robotics systems.
Mainly, it is challenging to meet the gear-shifting requirements (speed of transitions, range of ratios, etc.)
with a small lightweight transmission that can be used on the many actuators of a robotic system. The goal
of this project is to investigate lighter and more compact variable transmissions based on a completely
different approach: hydraulic transmissions.
Hydrostatic transmission opportunities In terms of actuation and transmissions technologies, hydraulic
systems have the highest force-density and thus the most potential for very compact and lightweight devices. While they have some challenges regarding controls, friction and efficiency, recent works have
shown that they can be overcome. For instance, Boston Dynamics’ hydraulic robots are unquestionably
the state-of-the-art in terms of mobile robots [12]. Also, Disney research demonstrated that hydraulic
transmissions can exhibit very low friction when using rolling-diaphragm cylinders [15]. Since my arrival
as a professor at Université de Sherbrooke, I have started to developed wearable robotic system based
on hydraulic transmission lines (see prototype at Fig. 3) in collaboration with a compagny called Exonetik [8] [14]. Our work was featured at ICRA2019 in Montréal. The hydraulic lines are used to locate
heavy electric motors in the back of the user instead of at each joints. One of the limitation is that the
actuators system in the back of the user is still quite heavy. This project will investigate a technology to
drastically reduce its weight leveraging variable transmissions. The hydraulic transmission lines create an
opportunity to add multiple operating mode with different effective reduction ratio, with a very compact
and power-dense system. For a fluidic transmission, routing can be done with very compact valves instead
of having to using mechanical clutches like in regular transmissions.

Figure 3: Prototype wearable robot using hydraulic transmission lines developed in my laboratory
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Objectives

The proposed research project aims at developing a new actuation technology with multiple effective
reduction ratios based on a compact hydraulic transmissions with multiple modes. This project will aim
at verifying the advantage of the approach for wearable robotic systems, demonstrating the feasibility
experimentally and develop control schemes for leveraging the advantage of the novel actuation principle.

3

Technical background on variable transmissions

Limitations of transducers In terms of power-throughput, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, electric actuators
are typically characterized by a flat force curve for most of their range of operating speed, leading to
maximum power only being available at high velocity. Some advance electric motor systems can extend
their operation at high-speed by weakening the magnetic flux, and can thus transmit their maximum power
over a wider range of speeds. However, this scheme cannot go around the fundamental force saturation at
low-speed, which is limited by material properties [5]. Fluidic actuators are typically characterized by force
curves dropping quadratically with velocity (related to pressure losses in orifices), as illustrated in Fig. 4b.
All in all, EM and fluidic actuators are not perfect power sources and could benefit from using variable
transmissions to have their maximum power available at a much wider range of speeds, as illustrated at
Fig. 4c and 4d for actuators with two modes (two different reduction ratios).
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Figure 4: Typical force-speed curve of actuators. Since the power output is not constant over the range of
speed, a variable transmission can be advantageous.
Vehicle power-tains transmissions: In the vehicle power-train field, the torque-speed matching with
variable transmission is predominant since power density and efficiency are critical for mobile systems. Internal combustion engine have a very narrow peak of efficient power transmission and thus must absolutely
be equipped with variable transmission. For electric motorization, multiple gear ratios can also improve
efficiency and power density [9]. While power-trains type of variable transmission provide effective solutions for torque-speed matching, they are not adapted to the robotic context mainly because they are very
complex machines (wet clutches, dry clutches, synchronizers, etc.), not compact and lightweight enough
to be added on the many actuators of multi-DoF robotic systems. Continuously variable transmissions:
Continuously variable transmissions (CVT) have the advantage of avoiding the gear-shifting issues. Most
common designs are based on belts with variable-diameter pulleys or toroidal disks. Typical CVT have a
limited total ratio variation range (typically 2x-3x), which makes them un-adapted for very large ratio variations. Some designs have been proposed for infinite range variation, often called IVT [7]. However, since
those designs rely on friction, torque-density is highly limited, which inhibits potential use for most robotic
applications. All in all, many clever mechanisms have been proposed to be used as CVT. However, despite
many decades of development, all designs have major drawbacks regarding either: total variation range,
constraints on output motion, ratio-variation speed, allowable shift conditions, efficiency, etc. Variable
transmissions for robotics: While variable transmission have been studied extensively for automobile
power-trains, they have not yet been fully investigated in robotics despite significant potential gains. A
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few instances of research in that direction were made: twisting cable mechanisms [6], actuators using ballscrews [4], planetary differentials [1] [13], and gear-clutches [11]. While these works are promising, none
have proposed a solution that is both very compact and meets all the gear-shifting requirement of wearable
robotic applications: fast mode change, large range of reduction ratios and seamless transitions.

4

Proposed solution

The proposed actuator technology to be developed is summarized at Fig. 5. The idea is to have a
small lightweight electric motor driving two shafts with two different reduction ratios, one for high-speed
low-force operations and the other for high-force low-speed operations. The mechanical power would
be transferred to the load through a passive hydraulic circuit (hydro-static transmission), through either a
high-speed path (small mechanical advantage) or a high-force path (large mechanical advantage) according
to the state of a valve in the circuit. The system would thus have two operating modes that can have very
different effective reduction ratios. Note that the hydro-static transmission will be low-pressure (less than
300psi) and use water as a fluid (much more safer than traditional hydraulic systems).

Figure 5: Proposed concept of multiple reduction ratio actuation based on hydraulic transmission lines
4.1

Technical challenges to be addressed

Switching valves: While solutions have been developed with low-friction cylinders for robotic applications [10], for the proposed solution the switching valves will also need to exhibit a very small restriction
the flow in order to keep the actuator backdrivable (which is essential for good force control in the context
of wearable robotics applications). It will be investigated if existing valves or a custom solution can meet
this conditions while also meeting other requirements in terms of switching speed and mass. Fluid rooting: While Fig. 5 illustrates the global operating principle, for a functional design many non-trivial details
of the hydraulic circuit must be well tough and investigated. For instance, the inactive master cylinder
not connected to the slave will need to be connected to an accumulator in order not to block the electric
motor. Moreover, since hydraulic circuits can only operate with positive pressure, an adapted circuit for
dual-action (push/pull actuator) will need to be investigated.
4.2

Opportunities to be explored

Mass saving: The project will verify if the propose actuation technology can lead to substantial improvement in terms of weight compare to alternative actuator solutions leading to similar performances.
Because of the two possible reduction ratio, a small lightweight electric motor can be used to meet a
wide range of operating condition. Furthermore, compared to previously proposed dual-motor variabletransmission actuators, the hydraulic transmission as the potential to be much more compact. Lastly, for
multiple joint systems, this approach also make it possible to have a smaller number of motors and output
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shafts then the number of joints. If no situation needs to simultaneously actuate all the joints, the hydraulic
circuit can be used to root the mechanical power to different joint sequentially. Passive modes: Another
opportunity of this approach, is that additional passive modes could be easy introduced. In addition to the
high-speed and high-force outputs, the slave hydraulic circuit could be also be rooted by the switching
valve to 1) a closed circuit, 2) an open circuit or 3) an hydraulic accumulator. This would lead to respectively: 1) blocking the joint in position, 2) leaving the joint completely free or 3) making the joint behaving
like a spring. With the hydro-static transmission, those effect can be created with very compact components compared to traditional robots. For instance, industrial robot arms use heavy electromagnetic brakes
to lock joint in place to save energy; with the proposed concept the same effect can be achieved by simply
adding one state to the switching valve leading to a closed hydraulic circuit. Energy efficiency: Like a
car power-train, variable transmission can lead to substantial energy saving by making the motor work in
its most efficient operating conditions. Moreover, the possible passive modes could also lead to drastic
energy saving. However, intelligent control scheme needs to be developed to leverage those features.

5

Methodology

This proposed research project will be divided into two sub-projects for a PhD student (PhD-1) and
a master student (MS-2). The first project will focus on the system architecture, mechanical design and
experimental validation, while the second will focus on the dynamic modeling and the development of
control schemes. As shown in Fig. 6, PhD-1 will start earlier in order for MS-2 to have access to a test
bench for the modeling phase. Note that the salary for PhD-1 outside the period of the requested FRQNT
grant will be covered by my start-up funds. Design (PhD-1): The main goal of the first student PhD-1
will be to address the challenges discussed in section 4.1, and design a test bench for a proof of concept
of the technology. First, PhD-1 will make a literature review and explore solutions developed in other
field, for instance the hydraulic valves used in car automatic transmission. PhD-1 will then establish a set
of design requirements and propose systems (topology and components) meeting them. He will design
an overall hydraulic architecture, identify off-the-shelf parts that can be used when possible, and lastly
proposed mechanical design for the component that needs to be custom built. The first milestone for
PhD-1 will be a design review of his proposed architecture in front of the laboratory team (expected for
to take place in the Fall 2020). He will then validate the functionality of his design experimentally by
developing and building a 1-DoF test bench (see section ”Actuator test bench” in the requested equipment
for more details). At this point the prototype will consist of multiple components connected together on
a laboratory table. The next step for PhD-1 is to proposed an embedded design aiming to demonstrate
compactness and lightweightness. For this second iteration, he will design an ABS structure embedding
the pistons structures, internal fluidic channels, valves housings, the ball-screw structure and the gearbox
housing. For this task he will leverage 3D printing with the requested F170 printer (see section requested
equipment). The milestone for this phase will be a design review of the embedded system design in from of
the laboratory team. PhD-1 will then update the test bench to validate the new embedded prototype design.
It is expected that the work will be done in multiple fast design-test iterations during year 2 and 3 his
PhD, leveraging the in-house 3D printer. Lastly, PhD-1 will also always work in parallel on demonstrating
the mass advantage of his proposed solution compared to alternative variable transmission solutions. He
will ensure that his proposed design are a major improvement compared to alternatives before prototyping
them. The final milestone for PhD-1 is a successful experimental validation of an embedded prototype,
which is expected in the summer of 2022 at the latest. PhD-1 will also be part of a bigger team of about
10 persons working on robots based on hydraulic transmissions in the laboratory (co-supervised by myself
and Prof. Jean-Sébastien Plante). On a part time basis he will be involved with multiple miscellaneous
robotics projects (exoskeleton, supernumerary limbs, etc). Control (MS-2): The main goal of the second
student will be to investigate the dynamic capabilities of the design proposed by PhD-1 and develop control
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solutions. MS-2 will first develop a dynamic model of the actuation technology to analyze 1) the switching
behavior and 2) the efficiency of the system. MS-2 will work in collaboration with PhD-1 to develop the
mechatronics of the test bench (instrumentation, electronics, controller, etc.). He will use the test bench to
validate experimentally his dynamic model. The first milestone for MS-2 is a dynamic model that match
the experimental data, expected for winter 2021. Then MS-2 will develop a controller for the system with
the two following objectives: 1) a low-level controller to make the system switch quickly and seamlessly
between the operating modes, and 2) a high-level controller that select the operating mode to maximize the
overall energy efficiency of the actuator. The final milestone for MS-2 will be an experimental validation
of his control scheme (to mitigate risk, MS-2 will work with the non-embedded version of the actuator in
order to not be dependent on the success of PhD-1 project)
Figure 6: Project timeline

6

Highly-Qualified Personnel (HQP) Training

This project will train two graduate students in a highly dynamic multidisciplinary environment: the
Interdisciplinary Institute for Technological Innovation (3IT) of the Université de Sherbrooke (UdeS).
They will learn the field of robotics from various experts, ranging from mechanical designers to artificial intelligence (AI) specialists. The wide range of skills they will acquire at 3IT by conducting applied
robotic research will also make them well-rounded engineers with the sets of skills for tackling real-world
problems. Training Environment (3IT and Createk): The aim of the 3IT is to accelerate innovation
by eliminating boundaries between research domains. The 3IT brings together researchers from multiple
faculties, it is an ideal place to conduct applied robotics research. As members of the Createk research
group based in the 3IT, my student will join a team of 8 professors, 5 research professionals, 1 technician,
and about 30 graduate students. Createk and IntRoLab research groups, the two leading robotic groups at
UdeS, share a whole floor of open office spaces at the 3IT and members can thus easily interact and get
advices from a wide range of experts. Supervision and research: I will be meeting students individually
weekly to follow technical progress and guide their research. While the students will work in close collaboration, each of them will have its own sub-project and be responsible with the timeline. They will thus
have the chance to develop their autonomy and learn project management skills. I will also expect each
graduate student to write at least one scientific publication as first author to develop their critical thinking,
and to participate in international robotic conferences like ICRA and IROS. Moreover, I aim at reproducing
the MIT “Mens et Manus” approach, where students are required to “dirty their hands” with the practical
aspects of engineering projects. The students will acquire know-how such as building robot prototypes,
programming algorithms on real-time hardware, conducting experiments, data acquisition, etc.

7

Infrastructure availability

Within the 3IT institute, the students will have access to mechanical/electrical prototyping equipments:
3D printers, CNC machining centers (mill and lathe), a small laser cutter, welders, printed board assembly
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equipments, oscilloscope etc. Also, technicians are available to machine parts and/or coach the students
to machine their own parts. At the 3IT, the students will also have access to assembly and testing rooms
that will be available to build and operate test benches. The equipment is used on a pay-per-use basis that
covers operation and maintenance costs ($4k is budgeted see operating budget section).

8

Outcomes and technological transfer

Scientific knowledge and journal publications are not the only expected outcomes of this project. If the
developed technology is successful, I will push for a commercialization and I have already the right partner.
I expect the company Exonetik, with whom I already collaborate, to be highly interested in leveraging this
technology in its products and also hiring the students that will have developed it.
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